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A theory of ~ntiferromagnet based on Heisenberg model is developed by a method which is much 
more directly the analogue of the original B~the method than Weiss-Li's. By the present method, 
the calculations can be carried out over all temperatures. Especially, the situation at lower temperatures 
which is obscure in Weiss·U's papers is made dear. Thus we can see that an anti·Curie point which 
Anderson has proposed, does not occur, if we calculate the density matrix of a duster exactly without 
the perturbation method. By considering only a small cluster, being characteristic of the Bethe approxi· 
mation, the long wavelength spin waves, which are important at lower temperatures, are excluded, so 
that the magnetization of the sublattice is completely saturated at OOK in just the same way as in the 
Ising model. It is shown that, in the Bethe approximation, Curie point of antiferromagnet is higher 
than that of ferromagnet, for the same magnitude of I J I·. 

§ 1. Introductiun 

The results of neutron beam analysis of various antiferromagnetic substances1) seem to 

indicate that we can rely upon the Heisenberg model of superexchanbe interaction 

with sufficient accuracy in the theoretical treatment of antiferromagnets. Theories of 
antiferromagnets using Heisenberg model have been developed by Kubo et al. 2) and Li3) 

respectively. The former is an expansion method of the density matrix of the entire 

crystal using the general expansion theorem introduced by Kubo, while the latter is the 

application of Weiss method4) , in which the internal field parameter is determined self

consistently. In contrast to the Bethe approximation in classical systems, in the Heisen

berg model, owing to the non-commutability of the operators, there are several possibili~i~s 

in introducing the intern~l field, besides Weiss-Li's one_ Here we shall develope the 

theory based on another alternative of introducing the internal field. Which is the best 

will be made clear in future, when the rigorous solution is obtained. The present method, 

however, is much more directly the analogue of the original Bethe method than Weiss

Li's, since the molecular field introduced in the present method acts only on quantum 

mechanical averages instead of changing the eigenstates of the cluster such as in Weiss-Li's 

method. At present we can only remark that in every method we must make some as

sumption when we represent the effect of surroundings by the internal field. The accuracy 

of our assumption may be of the same order as that of Weiss-Li's. In practical evaluation, 

however, our method is far feasible to mathematical manipuration than the rests. The 
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calculation at lower temperatures which is uns:.1rmountable owing to the mathematical 

complexity in Weiss·Li's, can be carried out in our treatment. Anders:m's remarks') on 

anti· Curie point, using the perturbation treatment of the Weiss model, are not appropriate 

for our case. Indeed, in our treatment there can be found no anti· Curie point, in fair 

aglee.nent with experiments. 

§ 2. The outline of the method 

According to the Heisenberg model, the partition function of the antiferromagnetic 

crystal, with no external magnetic field, can be written; 

(1) 

where 8 k represents the spin operator of the k·th atom, /.1 I is the superexchange integral, 

fJ = 1/ k T, ~ shall mean that the sum is carried out over all pairs (k, I) which are direct 
<k,l) 

neighbors. The lattices to be considered in this paper are cllnfined to those which can 

be. divided into two sublattices a and b. in which all the nearest neighbors .of any site 

(a- or b·site) are on the other sublattice (b- or a-site). The crystals which break these 

limitations cannot be ordered antiferromagnetically, and therefore will be excluded .in our 

consideration. 

If we take traces of the density matrix (1) about aU the spin variables except those 

of the central atom on the a·site (So) and of 211 neighboring atoms (Sf,' i = 1, 2 ...... 2n) , 

the reduced density matrix can be written in the form; 

(2) 

wrere I(So, 81' ... ,82) is a complicated function of the spin variables 8 0 and Si' expres· 

sing the effect of the surrounding, and we can assume that the function can be expanded 

in power .series in So and 8i. This function is, of course, symmetrical about the 2n 

spin operators of the b~site atoms, but the expansion coefficients of them are, in general, 

different from that of the central spin. Further reducing (2) about the spin operators 

except those of the central atom (So) and of one b·site atom (Sj)' we get the distribu· 

tion function of one pair of spins in the following form: 

e -21 J 1 (,(So, Sj)[l + a (So'" + So" + Sn + a' (S/ + Sl + S;) 

+b(So"'8/,+Sl8l+So·Sn +c(80"S/+SoYS/+ ... ) 

+c'(SlS/ +So·Sl+ ... ) + ... ]. 

From the symmetrical considerations we can conclude that a = Ii'. c = c', ... , but these 
relations are insufficient to determine all the expansion coefficients. Therefore, giving 

up treating this expansion faithfully, we assume that it can be written in the form 

e('S·Hb Here S· is the z-component of the resultant b·site spins, and Hb is the 

internal field acting on the b"site in the z·direction, which is to .be determined self· 
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A Theory of Alltifcrromagnetism 361 

consistently. Here and henceforth, the symbol H stands for a magnetic field in gauss 

~ultiplied by p.o where /-"0 is the product of the Bohr magneton and the Lande g-factor. 

Thus the partition function of the system consisting of the central (a-site) and its 

nearest"neighbor spins (we shall call the system the a~duster) is given by 

Z -21 J r ~C80, 8) f'8-Hb 
a=tr. e e. (3) 

Thus from our standpoint, the density matrix of a-cluster in Bethe approximation consists 

of two factors. One is e-21J1 f'CSo, S), i. e. the Hamiltonian of the cluster and the 

other is i s-Hb, the effect of the surroundings is taken as a statistical factor. 

When the uniform external field No is acting in the z-direction, we must add 

- (So'+S")H to the Hamiltonian of the cluster, and the partition function of a-cluster is 

(4 ) 

Similarly, for the v-cluster 

(5) 

These partltlon functions are different from b's in that ef'S'H" or ef'S-Ha IS separated 

from the first exponential factor. Our density matrices are not hermitian, but the trace 

of them are equal to the hermitized operator 

Following Weiss and Li, we use the representation system in which the superexchange 

interaction term of the cluster is diagonalized. The basic functions of this representation 

are (we assume each atom has only one magnetic electron) 

/ S±1n+_1_ I S=r-: m+_1_ 

= ± j 25 + 1 2 8 flo + J 25 + 1 2 8po' 

(6) 

1 

where (/0 and f10 are the spin functions of the central atom, 8~t+T are the spin functions 

of the 2n resultant spins, and (6) is the recurrence formula for increasing spin one by 

one. 5 is the total spin quantum number of the outer atoms and 1n is the magnetic 

quantum number of the cluster. Using (6) as the basis of representation, we get 

-21 J 1 f'C80. S) HC8o'+S')Ho _( e -f'CI J :S -mHo), 0 ) 7 
e - 0 e -~C--VICS+l)-mHo) . ( ) 

f'S-H'" 
Since e does not commute with the expression (7), the representation of which 

is not diagonal, that is, 
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m 

( 
m- 25+1' 

--21 /1- 4m2 

(25+1Y 

1 / 4m2 

-2tV l-
m 

(2S+1)'). 

m+---
25+1 

(8) 

1 The eigenvalues of the operator (8) are, of course, m±-. 
2 

Now, let T be any operator having n eigenvalues Ti' that is, 

and I( T) be any function of T, then I( T) can be reduced to a polynomial of 

(n - 1) th degree as ·follows : 

(9) 

where Ai is defined by 

1 i: Ai . 
i~l T-Ti 

(10) 

Making use of the relation (9), we get 

(is'HI) (il£b(m-~) (il£b('m+~) { (iH"(m-~)( 1 ) 
e ={ e 2 -e 2 }S"+ e 2 m+-

2 

(

2m sh {jHb + ch f1Hb , 
2S+1 2 2, 

m{il£b 
=e 2m 

25+1 

After all, 

sh {jHb + ch (jHb ) 
22. 

(11) 

-,21/1 (i(So, S) +{i(So'+Sz)Ho {is'Hb 
e e 

e -(i( 1/ 1 S-mHo) { 2m sh {jHb + ch {jHb }, ...... ) 
25+1 2 2 

-(i(-I/I(S+1)-mHQ) { 2m h{jHb {jHb} 
e s --+ch--

25+1. 2 2· 

(12) 

The non-diagonal elements are not explicitly written down, because they are unnecessary 
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A Tlzeory of AI,tjerromal{netism 363 

for our calculations. The non-diagonal element jl 4m2 in (8), has been quite 
(2S+1)2 

eliminated in the expression (12), which is the reason why our calculation is far simpler 

than Weiss-Li' s. 

The density matrix of the cluster is the direct product of the expression (12), 

and, taking the trace of it, we get the partition function 

1 s+-, .. {2 m{1H"-{1 IJI S+{1lnHO( 2m f3Hb f3Hb ) 
Za=2Jw(S) 2J e ---sh----+ch--

8=0 m=-(.~++) 25 + 1 2 2 

1 s--
",2 m{1H!>+{1IJI(S+l)+{1IJ1Ho( 2m h f3Hb hf3Hh)} ( ) + L.J e 5 --+ c -- • 13 

m=-(s-+) ,25+1 2 2 

a) (5) = (2n) ! 
(ll+S) ! (ll-S) ! 

(211) ! 
(14) 

(n+S+l)! (1l-S-1)! 

(13), of course, contains a characteristic of the lattice type, but it is obtained in the 

closed form for any crystal. 

§ 3. The transition temperature, the specific 

heat and the susceptibility 

Fr.om now we shall confine the calculation to the case of a simple cubic lattice. The 

partition function of the cluster is, from (13) and (14) 

Za=loch f3H o +18e-aIJlchf3(H/+ 90 )+6(-e-'IJI+e2~IJI) X 
2 2 

f3 f3H b 
X sh-(H/'-9o)sh--f 

2 2 

+ 18(e-~\JI +e2~IJI) chL(H/-9o) ch f3H/, + 10 e-2~IJI ch(2H/ + 90) 
222 

+4( _e-2~IJI +es'IJ\) shL(H/-9o) sh f3H/, (2+3ch f3H/') 
2 2 

+ 20 (e-2~ I JI + e331 J I) chL (H/' _ 90) ch f3H/, ch f3H/ + 2 e-3~! J\ ch (3(3 H/ + 90) 
2 2 2 

++(_e-3~IJI+e4~iJI)sh: (H/-9o)shf3~/' (-1+ 16chf3H/+20ch2f3H'/) 

+2 (e-~IJI+e4~IJI) ch ~ (H/-Ho)ch f31:/' (-1 + 4ch2f3H/,) , (15) 

where 

(16) 
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and quite similar for Zb. Though H j' and H/ have the physical meaning as the sum 

of the external and internal fields, here they play a role as a selector of the spin of the 

outer shell. Ro, also can be regarded as a selector of the central spin. Thus the 

magnetizations of the central and outer shell atoms are given respectively 

(17a) 

b Po( a I z) m =T aHj' og ~a Ho=O· (17b) 

For the b-cluster 

b Po( a I Z) mo = ------;:; -- og b Ho=O, 
I-' aRo 

(18a) 

a flo ( a I Z) 
m =7· aH/ og b Ho=O· 

(18b) 

Or, one can get the magnetization directly, without evaluating the partition function 

tr. 80ze-21J1 (1(So. S) +{1SoZHo. e{1SzH r, 
1no"= PoSO" = Po----"--.,------:::--=-----------

tr. e-21J j (1(So, S) + {1So zHo . e~SzH" 
(19a) 

tr. SZ e-VI (1(So, S) + {1So ZHo. e{1SzH" 
7JZb = poSe = Po----______ ~___::: ___ __c_==___ ______ _:::_--

tr. e--21 !: (1(So, S) + (1So ZHo. iSZH" 
(19b) 

If the density matrix commutes with So' and So, the expressions (17), of course, give 

the same result as (19). But even if it does not commute with 8 0• and S·, both ex

pressions give the same results. The proof will be given in the Appendix. 

The requirements of self-consistency are expressed as, 

m b_ 1 mb 
0-- • 

2n 
(20) 

These equations have 'two solutions Ha = H b , and H" = - H b , and the latter is the 

stable one. From now we shall write Ha= -ffb=H For the simple cubic lattice, the 

equation (20) is rewritten explicitly 

sh fJH[ (15 e-~IJJ -6 e2~JJJ) + (1 +4ch PH) (6e-2~IJI_e:l,~iJ\) 

+ (-2+4 ch PH+ 12 ch~pH)e-3~iJ\]=0. (21) 

At higher temperatures (21) has only one real root H-::-O, but when the te~perature is 

lowered below certain point, there appears non-trivial root H =F 0, which makes the free 

energy :mmlmum. This temperature is interpreted as the Curie point. Therefore the 

Curie point is determined by 
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A Theory of AlltiJerroagmnetism 365 

In Table I, the Curie tempratures of various lattices are listed. For comparison the 

results of Li and Kubo et al. and Opechowski are shown. According to our results the 

two and three-dimensional lattices can become antiferromagnetic. 

Table J. The Curie- point of different lattices. The numerical values are those of kTc/IJI. 

present authors Li Kubo Opechowski 
(The fourth approximation) 

Linear chain 

Quadratic layer 

Simple cubic 

Body-centered cubic 

1.582 

2.618 

3.636 

2.004 

3.18 

1.387 

2.073 

2.710 

3.278 

0.313 

0.439 

0.654 

0.613 

If we treat the ferromagnet by our model, every lattice has no Curie point. It is 

concluded quite generally that in treating both ferromagnet and anti ferromagnet by the 

models of Weiss-Li's and ours, the antiferromagnet always has a higher Curie point than the 

ferromagnet, for the same magnitude of 1 J I. For, in ferromagnet the lowest energy of 

the cluster is - jS, while in antiferromagnet it is -IJ 1 S + 1). For the first, second, 

...... , excited states antiferromagnet has lower energies than ferromagnet. This is the 

reason why antiferromagnet has a higher Curie point. In this point, the quantum

mechanical Bethe's method gives quite different results from those of the Ising model. 

As will be discussed later, at extremely lower temperatures anti ferromagnet has larger zero

point energy, and the treatment of only one cluster becomes very poor approximation. 

For the discussion of the Curie temperatures, however this zero-point energy matters 

little, i. e. treating one cluster becomes a good approximation, the above conclusion that 

anti ferromagnet has a higher Curie point seems to be correct. In most real substances, 

the magnitude of IJ I is much, smaller for antiferromagnet, so the Curie temperatures of 

which lie lower than that of ferromagnet. 

The internal energy E is given by 

E=NiJI [6(1+2ch[9H)(e-~IJI-e2~IJI) 
Za 
+ 6( -1 + 2 ch [9H+4 ch2[9H) (e-2;lIJI_e'{~IJI) 

+~( -1-4 ch [9H+4 ch~[9H+8 tb.!!(iH) (e-'I~IJI_e4~IJI)J 
7 

NJ/ 1 f(H, (1), 
a 

(23) 

and the specific heat is 

C,= -k(.)2N 111_1 {( af + aj aH)Z _ d aZa + aZa aH)}. (24) 
, t' • Za'!. a~ aH a[9 aJ \ a[9 aH a[9 
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The Curie point 1S the branching point of the partition function so that the phase change 

is of second order. The discontinuity of the specific heat is 

LlC=/ k~NIJI f az" aH / =3.56kN. 
.' Z2 aH aQ 8=0 

a ~ ~-~ 

(25) 

This is larger than Li's value 1.0 kN. 
If we expand the susceptibility above the transition point in terms of (1, it coincides 

with the result of Weiss-Li's. This fact is derived from the general theorem of the 

density matrix6). Consequently the paramagnetic Curie point {}, which is defined as the 

crossing point of the asymptote of inverse susceptibility at T ~ ex> and of the abscissa in the 

1/1.- T diagram, coincides in both methods. On the other hand, as can be seen from 

the Table I, the Curie point is higher in our model, so 8fTc is 1.15 whicFi is less than 

1.50 of Li's. The experimental values are often larger than these. But taking into 

account of the fact that the experimental. values are derived from the inclination of the 

susceptibility little - higher than Tc and that almost all the antiferromagnetic atoms have 

larger spin values than S= 1/2, this disagreement'is not unsatisfactory. 

§ 4. Considerations at lower temperatures 

Using our model, the calculations can be carried out exactly to the lower temperatu

res. The internal field is given by 

ch (1H=_1_e3~I,JI [_ (6e-2,IIJf+e-3~IJI_e:l~IJI) 
6 

+ (7e-6~ I ,11_ 6e-5~ IJI_ge-4,. iJ/ + 18rn/l 

+ 1-12e~1 J/ + 6e6~IJI)!J. (26) 

In Fig. 1 the temperature variation of -the internal 

field is shown. The field increases monotonically 

as the temperature is lowered. This implies that 

the magneti:?:ation of the sublattice increases mono

tonically, and there are no anti-Curie points. 

At very lower temperatures the susceptibility 

in the z-direction varies as 

(27) 

This temprature dependence is different from the 

results of spin wave theoly, XII ex:: T2 and of the 

classical theory, XII ex::. T. 
Near the OOK, the magnetization of each 

sublattice is given by 

H 
ill 
t If 

o I 1 3 
-+ kT 

If I 
Fig.1. HIUI vs. kTllJI 
diagram. Curve (a) simple cubic 
lattice, (b) body centered cubic 
lattice. 
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A Theory of Antife.rromagnetism 367 

This shows that the magnetization of each sublattices saturates completely. The situation 

is. similar to the case of the Ising model. But in the quantum-mechanical antiferromagne

tic system, the state in which the each sublattice is completely saturated is not the 

eigenstate of the Hamiltonian and the above result is incorrect. As Anderson pointed 

out, the reason for this is that in considering one cluster only, we omit the effect of the 

long wavelength spin waves, which plays a dominant rvle at lower temperatures. The 

action of this long wave is to decrease the magnetization of the sublattice. As we 

exclude this long waves, we get the saturated magnetization at oDK. This 1S the weak 

point of our model. 

Anderson's remarks on the Weiss method, saying that the exclusion of the long 

wavelength spinwaves is the cause of the appearance of the anti-Curie point, are difficult 

to understand. His reasoning is the following7i : It is only through the medium of 

thermal excitation overcoming the tendency towards preferential alignment by .Hb of the 

outer atoms' of the cluster that the Curie point occurs. As the cluster size inc~ease the 

states become more closely spaced and thermal effects become more important relative to 

the perturbation by Hb. Thus the anti-Curie point tends to disappear. On the other 

'hand, our opinion is that the long waves oppose to the tendencies towards preferential 

alignJ;llent of outer atoms and also center atom of the cluster, so the solution of 
1 mo a = __ ma always exists below the Curie point, that is, an anti-Curie point does not 

2tl 

occur, and the exclusion of the long waves works so as to make the sublattice magnetiza

tion grea,ter than the real case as shown above. 

To the authors the derivation of the anti-Curie point by Anderson seems to be 

questionable. As shown in Fig. 1, the ener:gy due to the internal field becomes com

parable with the exchange interaction energy at the immediately lower temperature than 

the Curie point. Probably this is also true for Weiss-Li's method. So Anderson's 

method treating the internal field as the' second order perturbation will not give a correct 

result. In our -case, the off-diagonal elements of 8" do not cause the effect, so we cannot 

discuss the perturbation treatment in the same way as Anderson does. His perturbation 

treatment, however, utilizes the Weiss' fomulae which are the power series of the molecu

lar field. divided by the exchange integral. In our case, if we do not calculate density 

matrix of the cluster exactly, but expand it in the power series of the molecular field, we 

can follow the same procedure as Anderson's; and obtain an anti-Curie point. This 

shows that the perturbation treatment is not allowed for. 

In conclusion the authors wish to express their gratitude to Dr. R. Kubo who has 

kindly criticized the work in letters, and also to Dr. P. W. Anderson who communicated 

his opinion in detail and commented on our work. 

Appendix 

Since f3(So"+S")Ho commutes with 2 I/lf1(So' 8) and p,S"Hb , we can write the 

density matrix (4) as 
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Further we hermitize it as following: 

(AI) 

If we regard (A.I) as the density matrix, no changes occur in the results of this paper, 

because the trace of (A. I) is the rame as that of (4). 

Let the eigenvalue and the normalized eigenfunction of the density matrix (A.I) he 

denoted by e-~En and ¢" respectively. Then (17a) is given by 

(A2) 

Whil~, (19a) can be written as 

2J (¢n. So'¢n)e-~E" 
1lto" = /-lo-----.::n'----------:-=----

2J e-~E .. 
(A2) 

" 
where 

(A4) 

and we have uued an abbreviation + { 
(A4) with Ho, 

} . If we differenciate the both sides of 

(AS) 

+{ } is hermitic so that the second term of (AS) is equal to ~(+ { }¢n. :~) 
an:! cancd s out with the first term as follows; 
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(A.6) 

The third term of (A.S) 1S 

1 {-2/J1(1(So,S)(.lC1.{1So~Ho+{1S"Hfb ,os..{1SozHo+{1S"Hf~ -2IJ1{1(So,S)} 
tr.- e t'~o e + I" ° e . e 

2 

[ (.lS 1 I -2JJI (1(So, S) {1So"Ho+{1S"Hf" (1So" Ho+{1SzHfb -2/J1{1(So, S)} 
=tr. I" ~- e ·e +e ·e 

2 

(.lS" 1 -2/Ji{1(So,S) {1Sr;Ho+{1S"Hf" 
-I" o-e ·e 

2 

=~ ~(CP .. , So·cp .. )e-{1E". (A.7) 
" 

After all, from (A.S) , (A.6) and (A.7) , we get 

,..-,( _ aE .. ) - {1E" _ '" (,~ S .,( ) -(1E" 
"'-' -- e - "'-' 'Pm 0 'Pn e . .. aHa 

(A. B) 

This shows the identities of (17) and (19). 

Similar proof can be obtained using the perturbation method. 
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